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(54) Power amplifier with soft switching and multilevel switching cells

(57) A power amplifier for delivering large currents
as well as high voltages of the order of some hundreds
of amperes and 1000 or more volts, notably for MRI.
The amplifier is constructed as a multilevel inverter in
order to comply with the requirement of high voltages

while utilizing transistors capable of withstanding lower
voltages only. The amplifier is arranged for soft switch-
ing, so that the switching losses at said large currents
are limited.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a power amplifier for
delivering large currents as well as high voltages.
[0002] Amplifiers of this kind can be used for a large
variety of applications. Even though the invention will be
described on the basis of an application in the magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) technique, notably for driving
the gradient coils of an MRI apparatus, the application
of the invention is by no means restricted to such a tech-
nical field.
[0003] MRI systems utilize power amplifiers for driving
the coils which generate so-called gradient fields. Such
gradient fields are magnetic fields having a strength
which varies linearly as a function of time in a given co-
ordinate direction in order to define the location of the
image to be formed by means of the MRI apparatus by
addition of this gradient field to a strong steady, uniform
field. To this end, current pulses of an intensity of the
order of magnitude of more than 600 A at a voltage of
the order of magnitude of more than 500 V are applied
to the gradient coils, the rise time of the pulses being of
the order of magnitude of 0.2 ms whereas the pulse
duration is of the order of magnitude of from 1 ms to 10
ms.
[0004] Thus, in the context of the present invention
large currents are to be understood to mean currents of
the order of magnitude of several hundreds of amperes,
and high voltages are to be understood to mean volt-
ages of the order of magnitude of one thousand volts or
more.
[0005] Nowadays there is a tendency towards shorter
rise times with larger maximum currents so as to reduce
the time required for the acquisition of MRI information
for the formation of an MRI image; this offers advan-
tages inter alia in respect of image sharpness and also
in respect of imaging of moving objects. Because the
gradient coils exhibit an inductive behavior to the driving
amplifier, a higher voltage is required so as to achieve a
shorter rise time of the pulses. Increasing the currents
and the voltages to be supplied by the amplifier, in com-
bination with a shorter rise time, gives rise to problems
concerning the electronic components in the amplifier.
Losses in the semiconductor components cause a sig-
nificant development of heat , giving rise to cooling
problems. These problems can be mitigated partly by
using a switched inverter, that is to say an amplifier
whose transistors which carry the output current are
switched to be either completely turned on or com-
pletely turned off. Switching to the turned-off or turned-
on state is controlled by means of a pulse width modu-
lated (PWM) signal. The output voltage of the inverter is
then determined by the duty cycle of the PMW signal.
[0006] Other problems are encountered when the
desired output voltage is increased and/or the desired
rise time is reduced: the desired voltage may be so high
that no transistors are available or, should they be avail-
able, they have a stray capacitance which is so high that

the PWM switching frequency (of the order of magni-
tude of 20 kHz) required for the relevant application can
no longer be reached. Moreover, in the case of a high
supply voltage the voltage transients at the output of the
amplifier, but preceding the output low-pass filter, in
response to the switching of the amplifier transistors
would become so high that the higher harmonic content
of the output signal would become so high that the out-
put low-pass filter would have to satisfy very severe
requirements. The latter problems can be partly miti-
gated by using a switched amplifier of the multilevel type
(multilevel inverter).

[0007] In an inverter of this type the total voltage is dis-
tributed between two or more series-connected transis-
tors, means being provided so as to prevent the total
voltage from still being present across a single transis-
tor due to, for example inequalities of the transistors (for
example, due to individual spreads caused by manufac-
turing tolerances). Such means consist of one or more
capacitors which are connected parallel to a part of the
series connection of the transistors and always carry a
more or less constant fraction of the total voltage
present across the series connection of the transistors.
Inverters of this kind are known per se, for example from
an article in EPE Journal, Vol. 3, No. 2, June 1993, pp.
99-106, entitled "Imbricated cells Multi-Level Voltage
Source Inverters for High Voltage Applications".
[0008] In these known multilevel inverters use can
thus be made of transistors (generally semiconductor
elements), each of which has a breakdown voltage
which is lower than the total voltage present across the
circuit, and hence also lower than the output voltage of
the circuit. In this known circuit, however, the problem in
respect of the power losses in the semiconductor com-
ponents and the associated cooling problems are not
solved completely, notably not in respect of the required
high PWM switching frequencies. These power losses
consist of switching losses and conduction losses due
to the resistance of the material of the various compo-
nents.
[0009] Due to the high output voltages and the high
switching frequency, the switching losses usually are
predominant in amplifiers for high powers and high
PWM switching frequencies. Such switching losses
occur because the switching transistor switches over
from the turned-on to the turned-off state or vice versa.
In the turned-on state the current through the transistor
has a given value, but the voltage across the transistor
is substantially zero or very small in any case (for exam-
ple, 0.5 V); in the turned-off state the voltage across the
transistor has a given value, but the current across the
transistor is practically zero. During the switching-over
from one state to the other, however, a product of cur-
rent and voltage occurs; this implies power dissipation.
[0010] It is known per se to reduce switching losses by
means of a so-called "soft switching" technique. When
this technique is used, the instant of the transition from
the turned-on state to the turned-off state or vice versa
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(the switching) is chosen in such a manner that either
the current through the switch is zero or practically zero
("Zero Current Switching") or the voltage across the
switch is zero or practically zero ("Zero Voltage Switch-
ing"). Thus, the product of current and voltage is sub-
stantially zero in both cases. Inverters operating with
such a switching mode are known per se, for example
from an article in "Conference Record of the IEEE
Industry Application Society Annual Meeting", 1990,
Vol. 2, pp.1228-1235, entitled "The Auxiliary Resonant
Commutated Pole Converter". The inverters disclosed
in the latter article, however, are not of the multilevel
type, so that the described problems in respect of the
high voltages are not solved.

[0011] It is an object of the invention to provide a
power amplifier of the inverter type for delivering large
currents as well as high voltages, which amplifier uti-
lizes semiconductor switches having a breakdown volt-
age which is lower than the supply voltage and involves
only slight switching losses occur. A power amplifier of
this kind includes a cascade of multilevel switching cells,
each multilevel switching cell including an input and an
output and being provided with two controllable
switches, with a respective diode which is connected
antiparallel thereto, said diodes being connected in
mutually opposed forward directions, each time one end
of the two switches constituting one of the input termi-
nals of the switching cell and the other ends of the two
switches forming the output terminals of the switching
cell, said switching cells forming a cascade in that the
output terminals of a preceding switching cell are con-
nected to the input terminals of a subsequent switching
cell, a capacitor being connected between said inter-
connected input terminals and output terminals and a
power supply source being connectable to said cascade
of switching cells, said amplifier also including an induc-
tive element one end of which is connected to the output
of the amplifier, and at least two controllable switches
which are connected to the other end of the inductive
element, a first one of said switches being connected to
a point carrying a voltage which is higher than the out-
put voltage of the amplifier whereas a second switch is
connected to a point carrying a voltage which is lower
than the output voltage of the amplifier.
[0012] In the cited article "Imbricated cells ... etc.",
notably in Fig. 4 thereof, each multilevel switching cell
consists of two associated transistors with a diode con-
nected antiparallel thereto. In this context an "antiparal-
lel connected diode" is to be understood to mean a
diode which is connected parallel to the main current
path of the transistor and whose forward direction
opposes that of the main current path of the transistor.
Each of the controllable switches is formed by a respec-
tive transistor whose base constitutes the control input.
The input of such a multilevel switching cell is formed by
two terminals, the first of which is formed by the junction
of the cathode of a diode and the collector of the asso-
ciated transistor, the second terminal being formed by

the junction of the anode of the other diode and the
emitter of the associated transistor. The output of such
an element is formed by two terminals, the first of which
is formed by the junction of the anode of the first diode
and the emitter of the first transistor whereas the sec-
ond terminal is formed by the junction of the cathode of
the other diode and the collector of the associated tran-
sistor.

[0013] Between the interconnected input terminals
and output terminals there is connected a capacitor
which is and remains charged during operation in such
a manner that across this capacitor there is present a
voltage which amounts to a substantially fixed fraction
of the supply voltage, i.e. the voltage originating from
the power supply source to be connected. Conse-
quently, not the full supply voltage is present across
each transistor and in order to build a switched power
supply intended to form a power amplifier it suffices to
use transistors having a breakdown voltage which is
lower than the input voltage of the amplifier to be
switched. For example, in the case of a cascade com-
prising two stages, approximately half the supply volt-
age is present across said capacitor, so that in all cases
no more than approximately half the supply voltage will
be present across each transistor. If the number of
stages is larger, a lower fraction will be present across
each of the capacitors, so that for each transistor also a
lower fraction of the input voltage remains.
[0014] In order to solve said problems concerning the
power losses (so the dissipation in the switching transis-
tors) due to the high output voltages, in accordance with
the invention a capacitor is connected parallel to each
controllable switch, the amplifier also being provided
with an inductive element, one end of which is con-
nected to the output of the amplifier, and with at least
two controllable switches which are connected to the
other end of the inductive element, a first resonant
switch of said switches being connected to a point car-
rying a voltage which is higher than the output voltage of
the amplifier whereas a second resonant switch is con-
nected to a point carrying a voltage which is lower than
the output voltage of the amplifier.
[0015] These steps ensure a resonant switching pro-
cedure for the switching transistors, so that the instant
of switching of these transistors can be chosen in such
a manner that at that instant the voltage thereacross or
the current therethrough is zero. A resonant switching
procedure is to be understood to mean a procedure in
which such a currentless or voltageless state is reached
in that a resonant circuit is formed by the capacitors,
connected parallel to the switches, and said inductive
element. Said switches, in this case called resonant
switches, control the current distribution of the current
through the inductive element in such a manner that the
desired currentless or voltageless state is obtained at
the desired instants. Thus, the invention innovatively
combines the multilevel inverter technique with the soft
switching technique.
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[0016] The power amplifier in an embodiment of the
invention is provided with a third controllable resonant
switch which is connected to the other side of the induc-
tive element and to a point carrying substantially half the
supply voltage. This offers a further refinement of the
voltage with which the current through the inductive ele-
ment is switched so that the desired zero level of the
current or the voltage is reached faster; this step can
also be taken to ensure that the power dissipation in the
resonant switches is reduced because the current or
voltage to be switched is thus lower.

[0017] In a further embodiment of the invention a
capacitor is connected parallel to each of the resonant
switches in the power amplifier. This step also yields
"soft switching" of the resonant switches, offering an
additional gain in respect of the dissipation of the ampli-
fier, notably in the case of high powers.
[0018] In another embodiment of the invention, the
point with substantially half the supply voltage in the
power amplifier is realized by voltage division by means
of two capacitors connected between the points
whereto a power supply source can be connected. It
would be feasible to derive half the supply voltage from
a separate power supply apparatus, or by means of a
resistance voltage divider. Both feasible solutions have
their own drawback: separate power supply apparatus
are expensive and comparatively vulnerable, and resis-
tors dissipate power. The step according to the inven-
tion, however, ensures that only little power is lost
whereas the desired point with half the supply voltage
can still deliver current with a low impedance. Because
these capacitors participate in the resonant process,
they are charged or discharged during operation in such
a manner that the junction of the two capacitors is
always driven to half the supply voltage.
[0019] The power amplifier in another embodiment of
the invention is provided with a cascade of n multilevel
switching cells and with n supply points, the ith supply
point delivering a voltage substantially equal to i/n times
the voltage from the power supply source, the amplifier
furthermore being provided with n controllable resonant
switches which are connected to the other side of the
inductive element, the ith switch of the resonant
switches being connected to the ith supply point. As a
result of this step, the principle of the invention is further
generalized to an n-level amplifier whose resonant proc-
ess is driven from n equidistant voltages. The amount of
power lost is thus further minimized and the ripple on
the output signal of the amplifier becomes much
smaller, so that the output low-pass filter need only sat-
isfy less severe requirements.
[0020] The power amplifier in a further embodiment of
the invention is provided with a capacitor which is con-
nected parallel to each of the resonant switches. This
step ensures that soft switching of the resonant
switches is also achieved in the generalized form of the
power amplifier, yielding an additional gain in respect of
the dissipation of the amplifier, notably in the case of

high powers.

[0021] The invention will be described in detail herein-
after with reference to the Figures in which correspond-
ing reference numerals denote corresponding
elements. Therein:

Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically the general con-
struction of a magnetic resonance apparatus;
Fig. 2 shows a first embodiment of the power ampli-
fier according to the invention;
Fig. 3 shows, in order to illustrate the principle of
soft switching, an amplifier which is not constructed
as a multilevel inverter;
Fig. 4 shows a second embodiment of the power
amplifier according to the invention.

[0022] The magnetic resonance imaging apparatus
which is diagrammatically shown in Fig. 1 includes a
first magnet system 1 for generating a steady magnetic
field B, a second magnet system 3 (the gradient coil
system) for generating magnetic gradient fields, a
power amplifier 7 for the gradient coil system 3, and a
power supply source 5 for the first magnet system 1. An
RF coil 9 serves to generate an RF magnetic alternating
field; to this end it is connected to an RF transmitter
device which includes an RF source 11. The RF coil 9
can also be used for the detection of spin resonance
signals generated by the RF transmitter field in an
object to be examined (not shown); to this end, this coil
is connected to an RF receiver device which includes a
signal amplifier 13. The output of the signal amplifier 13
is connected to a detector circuit 15 which is connected
to a central control device 17. The central control device
17 also controls a modulator 19 for the RF source 11,
the power amplifier 7 and a monitor 21 for image dis-
play. An RF oscillator 23 controls the modulator 19 as
well as the detector 15 processing the measuring sig-
nals. For the cooling of the magnet coils of the first mag-
net system 1 there is provided a cooling device 25
which includes cooling ducts 27. The RF coil 9, being
arranged within the magnet systems 1 and 3, encloses
a measuring space 29 which, in the case of an appara-
tus for medical diagnostic measurements, is large
enough to accommodate a patient to be examined or a
part of the patient to be examined, for example the head
and the neck. Thus, a steady magnetic field B, gradient
fields for the selection of object slices, and a spatially
uniform RF alternating field can be generated in the
measuring space 29. The RF coil can combine the func-
tions of transmitter coil and measuring coil, in which
case a separating circuit 14 is provided so as to sepa-
rate the forward and return signal traffic. However, dif-
ferent coils can also be used for these two functions; for
example, surface coils then act as measuring coils. If
desired, the coil 9 may be enclosed by an RF field
shielding Faraday cage 31.
[0023] Fig. 2 shows a power amplifier 7 according to
the invention as can be used for the power supply of the
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gradient coil system 3 shown in Fig. 1. The power ampli-
fier includes a cascade of n multilevel switching cells
(34), only the switching cells 34-1, 34-2 and 34-n
thereof being shown in the Figure. All switching cells
have the same construction; therefore, the construction
of the switching cells will be described on the basis of
one switching cell, i.e. the switching cell 34-1. Two con-
trollable switches 36 and 38 are connected between the
input 44 and the output 46 of the switching cell. These
controllable switches are preferably constructed as a
semiconductor element of a suitable form, for example a
thyristor or an IGBT transistor (Insulated Gate Bipolar
Transistor), the latter being particularly suitable for
switching large currents at high voltages. A diode 40, 42
is connected antiparallel to each of the transistors 36
and 38, which means that this diode is connected paral-
lel to the main current path of the associated transistor;
however, its forward direction opposes that of the tran-
sistor. The two diodes 40 and 42 are also connected so
as to have a mutually opposed forward direction. Fur-
thermore, a respective capacitor 52, 54 is connected
parallel to each controllable switch 36, 38. The input 44
of the switching cell 34 thus consists of two connection
terminals, one of which is formed by one of the connec-
tion points of said parallel connected elements 36, 40
and 54 whereas the other input terminal is formed by
one of the connection points of said parallel connected
elements 38, 42 and 52. The output 46 of the switching
cell 34 also consists of two connection terminals, one of
which is formed by the other connection point of said
parallel connected elements 36, 40 and 54 whereas the
other output terminal is formed by the other connection
point of said parallel connected elements 38, 42 and 52.

[0024] The switching cells 34-1 to 34-n are combined
so as to form a cascade by connecting the output termi-
nals 46 of a preceding switching cell (for example, 34-1)
to the input terminals 44 of a subsequent switching cell
34-2. The input 44 is connected to the output 46 by
interconnecting the corresponding connection terminals
of the input and the output. A capacitor 48 is connected
between the set of terminals consisting of the input ter-
minal and the corresponding output terminal thus inter-
connected on the one side and the other set of
terminals on the other side. A power supply source 50 is
also connected to the cascade of switching cells.
[0025] The amplifier 7 is also provided with a self-
inductance 58, one side of which is connected to the
output 46-n of the amplifier. A parallel connection of
three switches 60-1, 60-2 and 60-3 is connected to the
other side of the self-inductance 58. Hereinafter these
switches will be referred to as resonant switches
because of their function (to be described hereinafter)
concerning the resonant phenomenon during the soft
switching of the transistors of the power amplifier which
carry the output current. The first (60-1) of these three
resonant switches is connected to the positive side of
the supply source 50, so to a point carrying a voltage
which is higher than the output voltage of the amplifier

(i.e. the voltage at the output 46-n); the second switch
60-2 is connected to the negative side of the supply
source 50, so to a point carrying a voltage which is
lower than the output voltage of the amplifier. Between
the positive side and the negative side of the power sup-
ply source 50 there is connected a series connection of
two identical capacitors 66 and 68; the connection point
62 of this series connection thus constitutes a point car-
rying substantially half the supply voltage. The third res-
onant switch 60-3 is connected between the self-
inductance 58 and the connection point 62.

[0026] A load 70 is connected to the output 46-n of the
amplifier 7. When the amplifier is used in an MRI appa-
ratus, the gradient coil to be fed forms part of said load.
However, in a "switched inverter" a low-pass filter for
removing the switching frequency from the supply signal
is customarily connected between the output of the
amplifier and the impedance to be fed. In this case it is
assumed that this low-pass filter forms part of the load
70.
[0027] It is to be noted that the amplifier shown in Fig.
2 could constitute only one half of the overall amplifier
whereby the gradient coil is driven. This is the case
when the load 70 is to be supplied with a current in two
directions. In that case an identical amplifier section is
situated to the other side of the load 70, so that the over-
all amplifier is formed by two half bridges, one of which
is shown in Fig. 2. However, the foregoing does not have
any bearing on the principle of the invention.
[0028] In order to clarify the soft switching in a
switched amplifier, such soft switching will first be illus-
trated with reference to Fig. 3, which shows a switched
amplifier which is not of the multilevel type, i.e. an ampli-
fier in which the total voltage is not distributed between
two or more series-connected transistors. Thus, therein
the total voltage is present across one transistor only.
[0029] Fig. 3 shows a so-called half bridge for feeding
the load 70. In comparison with Fig. 2, in this half bridge
the transistors 36-1 to 36-n and 38-1 to 38-n have been
replaced by the transistors 36 and 38, respectively; the
diodes 40-1 to 40-n and 42-1 to 42-n have been
replaced by the diodes 40 and 42, respectively, and the
capacitors 52-1 to 52-n and 54-1 to 54-n have been
replaced by the capacitors 52 and 54, respectively. The
combination formed by the resonant switches 60-1, 60-
2 and 60-3 and the capacitors 64-1, 64-2 and 64-3 has
been replaced by the circuit 72. The circuit 72 consists
of two parallel branches, the first parallel branch con-
sisting of a series connection of two transistors 74 and
76 which are connected so as to have opposed forward
directions whereas, the second parallel branch consists
of a series connection of two diodes 78 and 80 which
are also connected so as to have opposed forward
directions.
[0030] Three situations will be considered in order to
illustrate the soft switching in the circuit shown in Fig. 3:
(I) switching over from the diode 42 conductive to the
transistor 36 conductive; (II) switching over from the
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transistor 36 conductive to the diode 42 conductive in
the case of small currents; (III) switching over from the
transistor 36 conductive to the diode 42 conductive in
the case of large currents.

[0031] In the situation I it is assumed that the transis-
tors 36 and 38 and the diode 40 are not conductive
("off"), that the diode 42 is conductive ("on"), and that
the transistor 36 is turned on ("is switched on"). In this
starting situation a current flows through the diode 42 to
the load 70 via the output 46. In order to start the switch-
ing process, the transistor 76 is switched on. As a result,
half the supply voltage of the point 62 appears across
the self-inductance 58. The current through the self-
inductance 58 then increases linearly in time. During
this period the transistor 38 is switched on but it does
not conduct current while the current through the diode
42 decreases linearly. The current through the load 70
is then assumed to be constant.
[0032] When the current through the self-inductance
58 becomes larger than the current through the load 70,
the so-called boost phase commences. The current
through the diode 42 becomes zero (diode 42 is
switched off) and the current through the transistor 38,
being the boost current, then becomes equal to the cur-
rent through the self-inductance 58 minus the current
through the load 70. The boost current through the tran-
sistor 38 increases linearly in time, so that the duration
of the boost phase (and hence the value of the boost
current) can be controlled with a simple time delay. It is
to be noted that the direction of the recovery current in
the diode 42 is such that this current also adds boost
energy and hence contributes to the switching process.
[0033] When the boost current reaches the desired
value, the transistor 38 is switched off so that the reso-
nant switching phase commences. The voltage at the
output 46 abandons the value of the negative supply
voltage and swings to the positive supply voltage
because the current flowing through the transistor 38
flows to the resonant capacitors 52 and 54 during
switching off. If the transistor 38 still has a tail current,
switch-off losses will occur. During this phase the cur-
rent through the self-inductance 58 consists of a half
period of a sinusoidal current superposed on a DC load
current.
[0034] When the voltage at the output 46 tends to
exceed the positive supply voltage, the so-called clamp-
ing phase commences. The diode 40 is then polarized
in the forward direction, so that the output 46 is con-
nected to the positive supply voltage. At that instant the
transistor 36 is switched on without switching losses.
The residual boost energy still present in the self-induct-
ance 58 then disappears to the capacitors 66 and 68
because the current through the self-inductance 58
decreases linearly as imposed by the half supply volt-
age at the point 62.
[0035] When the current through the self-inductance
58 becomes smaller than the current through the load
70, the so-called ramp down phase commences; the

current through the self-inductance 58 still decreases
during this phase. The current through the load 70 is
then taken over by the transistor 36.

[0036] The switching procedure ends when the cur-
rent through the self-inductance 58 becomes zero and
the transistor 76 is switched off.
[0037] In the situation II (switching over from the tran-
sistor 36 switched on to the diode 42 switched on for
small currents) it is assumed that the transistor 36 is
switched on, that the other transistors and diodes are
not switched on, and that the transistor 36 is switched
off so that the diode 42 takes over the current.
[0038] In order to start the switching process, the tran-
sistor 74 is switched on. As a result, half the supply volt-
age as present at the point 62 will appear across the
self-inductance 58. The boost phase of the switching
process then commences immediately, so that the cur-
rent through the self-inductance 58 increases linearly in
time. This boost current again serves to start the reso-
nant cycle by supplying a sufficient amount of energy for
bridging the losses occurring during the switching
phase. During this boost phase the boost current plus
the current through the load 70 flows through the tran-
sistor 36, so that the current through this transistor is
briefly increased. (It is to be noted that this procedure
holds for small load currents, i.e. when the current
through the load 70 is much smaller than the maximum
current through the transistor 36, so that an increase of
the current does not lead to additional loading of the
switching transistor.)
[0039] When the boost current reaches the desired
value, the transistor 36 is switched off so that the reso-
nant switching phase commences. The voltage at the
output 46 abandons the value of the positive supply volt-
age and swings to the negative supply voltage; the cur-
rent flowing through the transistor 36 during switching
off is then taken over by the resonant capacitors 52 and
54. During this phase the current through the self-
inductance 58 consists of a half period of a sinusoidal
current superposed on the boost current.
[0040] The so-called clamping phase commences
when the voltage at the output 46 tends to drop below
the negative supply voltage. As a result, the diode 42 is
polarized in the forward direction, so that the output 46
is connected to the negative supply voltage. At that
instant the transistor 38 is switched on without switching
losses. The residual boost energy still present in the
self-inductance 58 disappears to the capacitors 66 and
68 because the current through the self-inductance 58
decreases linearly as imposed by the half supply volt-
age at the point 62.
[0041] The switching procedure ends when the cur-
rent through the self-induction 58 becomes zero and the
transistor 74 is switched off. The full current through the
load 70 then flows through the diode 42.
[0042] In the situation III (switching over from the tran-
sistor 36 swiched on to the diode 42 switched on for
large currents) it is assumed that the transistor 36 is
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conductive, that the other transistors and diodes are not
conductive, and that the transistor 36 is switched off so
that the diode 42 takes over the current.

[0043] The procedure for the situation III deviates sig-
nificantly from that for the situation II, because the cir-
cuit 72 is no longer used. In this case the current
through the load suffices to drive the output voltage
from the positive supply voltage value to the negative
value. When the current through the transistor 36 is
larger than a predetermined threshold value, the tran-
sistor 74 is not switched on but the transistor 36 is
switched off directly.
[0044] The voltage at the output 46 decreases linearly
in time until it drops below the negative supply voltage.
The diode 42 is then polarized in the forward direction,
so that it takes over the full load current. This ends the
switching procedure.
[0045] The operation of the power amplifier according
to the invention will be described in detail with reference
to Fig. 4. This Figure shows a power amplifier according
to the invention which is constructed in the form of a
multilevel inverter with soft switching. The soft switching
in this amplifier is used for switching over the power
transistors as well as for switching over the transistors
for controlling the resonant elements for realizing the
soft switching.
[0046] Fig. 4 shows a version of the power amplifier
shown in Fig. 2. The transistors 100, 102, 104 and 106
in Fig. 4 correspond to the transistors 36-1, 36-2, 38-2
and 38-1, respectively; the diodes 110, 112, 114 and
116 in Fig. 4 correspond to the diodes 40-1, 40-2, 42-2
and 42-1, respectively, and the capacitors 120, 122, 124
and 126 in Fig. 4 correspond to the capacitors 54-1, 54-
2, 52-2 and 52-1, respectively. The capacitor 96 in Fig.
4 corresponds to the capacitor 48-1 of Fig. 2.
[0047] The combination of the resonant switches 60-
1, 60-2 and 60-3 and the capacitors 64-1, 64-2 and 63-
3 of Fig. 1 has been replaced by the circuit 82. The cir-
cuit 82 consists of three parallel branches; the first par-
allel branch consists of a series connection of two
transistors 84 and 86 which are connected in the same
forward direction and constitute the resonant switches;
the second parallel branch consists of a series connec-
tion of two diodes 88 and 90 which are connected in the
same forward direction and the third parallel branch
consists of a series connection of two resonant capaci-
tors 92 and 94. The soft switching process in the power
amplifier shown in Fig. 4 will be described on the basis
of a switching example, in this case being the switching
over from the diode 114 to the transistor 102. This
switching example is also representative of other
switching situations. It is assumed that the current
through the load 70 is constant during switching over.
[0048] It is also assumed that the transistor 100 and
the diode 114 are conductive, so that the output current
flows through said elements. The output current then
also flows through the capacitor 96. The capacitor 96
serves to maintain approximately half the supply voltage

between the emitter of the transistor 100 and the collec-
tor of the transistor 106, so that no more than approxi-
mately half the supply voltage can ever arise across
each of the transistors 100, 102, 104, and 106. The
transistor 104 is also switched on for reasons to be
explained hereinafter, but for the time being no current
will flow therethrough.

[0049] The switching process is started in that the
transistor 84 is switched on. As a result, the positive
supply voltage appears across the self-inductance 58,
so that the current through the self-inductance 58
increases linearly in time. A current then flows from the
positive side of the power supply source 50 through suc-
cessively the transistor 84, the self-inductance 58, the
diode 114, the capacitor 96 and the diode 110 and back
to the power supply source 50; the current originating
from the diode 114 is also branched to the load 70.
Even though it looks in Fig. 3 as if the diode 114 is con-
nected in the reverse direction and hence cannot con-
duct said current, said current in reality has the
appearance of a decrease of the output current which
already flows through the diode 114 and passes
through the diode in the forward direction.) When the
current through the self-inductance 58 tends to become
larger than the current through the load 70, the current
through the diode 114 becomes equal to zero and is
taken over by the transistor 104 which thus switches
over in response to the current zero. It is also necessary
to sustain a current through the transistor 104, because
the output voltage at the point 46 must be raised from
half to the full supply voltage. This transition is enabled
by the charging and discharging of the capacitors 122
and 124, respectively; this takes place by way of the
inductive energy stored in the self-inductance 58 which,
therefore, must be sufficient so as to increase the volt-
age across said capacitors to half the supply voltage.
[0050] When a sufficient amount of boost energy has
been stored in the self-inductance 58 so as to charge
and discharge the capacitors 122 and 124, respectively,
to such an extent that the voltage jump from half to full
supply voltage can be made at the output 46, the tran-
sistor 104 is switched off. The boost energy stored in the
self-inductance 58 is then used to discharge the capac-
itor 122 and to charge the capacitor 124. A current then
flows through the transistor 84 and the self-inductance
58, which current is subsequently branched between
said capacitors and the load.
[0051] The resonant state is terminated when the volt-
age across the capacitor 122 has become zero and the
diode 112 takes over the inductor current, so that the
voltage across the capacitor 124 is maintained at half
the supply voltage. When the voltage across the capac-
itor 122 has become zero, the current through the self-
inductance 58 is also maintained at the value of that
instant. After the resonant switching over, the boost cur-
rent through the self-inductance 58 continues to flow
through the transistor 84 and the diodes 112 and 110.
This freewheeling current is sustained for as long as the
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transistor 84 remains conductive.

[0052] The transistor 84 is switched off at the instant
of occurrence of said freewheeling current situation. As
a result, the current through the self-inductance 58 is
very quickly taken over by the diode 90. During this
phase a counter voltage amounting to the supply volt-
age appears across the self-inductance 58. As a result,
at a given instant during this phase the current through
the self-inductance 58 becomes lower than the output
current, so that the switching over from the diode 112 to
the transistor 102 takes place naturally under zero volt-
age conditions. When finally the current through the
self-inductance 58 has become zero, the diode 90 will
be naturally switched off under zero current conditions.
The soft switching over from the diode 114 to the tran-
sistor 102 thus having been realized, the load current
flows from the positive side of the power supply source
50 to the output 46 via the transistors 100 and 102.
[0053] Considering the described switching example,
to those skilled in the art it will be evident how other
switching situations will be dealt with.

Claims

1. A power amplifier which includes a cascade of mul-
tilevel switching cells (34), each multilevel switching
cell

- including an input (44) and an output (46) and
- being provided with two controllable switches

(36, 38) with a respective diode (40, 42) which
is connected antiparallel thereto, said diodes
being connected in mutually opposed forward
directions,

- each time one end of one of the two switches
constituting one of the input terminals of the
switching cell, and

- the other ends of the two switches forming the
output terminals of the switching cell,

* said cascade of switching cells being
formed in that the output terminals (46-i) of
a preceding switching cell are connected
to the input terminals (44-i+1) of a subse-
quent switching cell,

* a capacitor (48) being connected between
said interconnected input terminals and
said interconnected output terminals,

* a power supply source (50) being connect-
able to said cascade of switching cells, and

* a capacitor (52, 54) being connected paral-
lel to each controllable switch,

* said amplifier also including an inductive
element (58), one end of which is con-
nected to the output (46-n) of the amplifier,
and at least a first and a second controlla-
ble resonant switch (60-1, 60-2) which are
connected to the other end of the inductive

element,

* the first one (60-1) of said resonant
switches being connected to a point carry-
ing a voltage which is higher than the out-
put voltage of the amplifier whereas the
second switch (60-2) is connected to a
point carrying a voltage which is lower than
the output voltage of the amplifier.

2. A power amplifier as claimed in Claim 1, including a
third controllable resonant switch (60-3) which is
connected to the other end of the inductive element
and a point (62) carrying a voltage which is sub-
stantially equal to half the supply voltage.

3. A power amplifier as claimed in Claim 1 or 2, in
which a capacitor (64) is connected parallel to each
of the resonant switches (60).

4. A power amplifier as claimed in Claim 2, in which
the point (62) carrying substantially half the supply
voltage is realized by voltage division by means of
two capacitors (66, 68) between the points whereto
a power supply source can be connected.

5. A power amplifier which includes a cascade of n
multilevel switching cells as claimed in Claim 1,

* which amplifier is provided with n supply points,
the ith supply point supplying a voltage amount-
ing to substantially i/n times the voltage of the
power supply source,

* which amplifier is also provided with n control-
lable resonant switches which are connected to
the other side of the conductive element,

* the ith resonant switch being connected to the
ith supply point.

6. A magnetic resonance imaging apparatus which
includes a gradient coil system (3) for generating a
magnetic gradient field in a measuring space (29)
of the apparatus, and is provided with a power
amplifier (7) as claimed in one of the preceding
Claims which serves to supply the gradient coil sys-
tem with power signals
in order to generate the magnetic gradient field.
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